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ABSTRACT
Our project aims to assess the learning
outcomes of 50 students aged 13-15 in
Chinese language acquisition. We will
implement a software that helps the
teacher differentiate the various changes
in student written Chinese (simplified).
 
The software will:

Measure the accuracy of each
character as a whole and the
accumulated pause time used in
finishing one character 
Allow students to practice handwriting
skills
Help teachers receive feedback on
students’ performances in order to
make emphasize in future teaching
process



Characters fall into red circles are those that students
pause more time and get lower accuracy score when
writing them → difficult characters for students
Characters fall into orange circle are those that students
pause less time but get lower accuracy score when writing
them → characters easy to get wrong
 
Who can access the data and for what purpose?
- Students have access to their own learning data to track,
monitor their own work, so that they know where they
need to focus and improve, student should have access to
detailed information of their own data and some brief
information - Parents have access to their children’s data
to learn about their learning progress (depending on the
students’ age, parents may have full or partial access to
their children’s data) - Teachers have access to their
students’ data so that they know the progress of the their
students and can keep track of their learning, the data is
also used for improving teaching and assisting students in
their learning - Experts that design and iterate on content
have access to find out bug or place to improve

DATA FRAME

What is your group’s perspective on learning?
Learning should develop a deep understanding and
mastery of the content/skills, and forster the ability to
apply theories/methods/tools in solving issues and
problems in the real world. In this project, we specify
learning as the activity towards acquisition of Chinese
character writing skills and understanding of the meaning
and culture behind the characters. Assisted with learning
tools and proper guidance, students are expected to be
able to write Chinese characters correctly and fluently in
their daily Chinese writings.
 
What data are being analyzed?
The data being analyzed in this particular learning
initiative is the sequence and timing of the various strokes
used to write a Chinese character. We will also assess
students’ written Chinese level, whether they are at intro,
intermediate or master level.
 
How are the data being collected?
Students can do handwriting with their fingers or a stylus,
such as the Apple Pencil through the app on their phones
or iPads. Data is collected through the app in two principal
methods, 1) the sequence, the position and amount of
stokes to write the Chinese characters, 2) the time it takes
each user to compose each stroke. So, basically, when
students start to write, the app begins recording until
students lift up their pens/ figures. Once students start
again for the next stoke, the app initiates another record
of period, and the previous record resumes.
 
What are the data analysis procedures?
After collecting and cleaning the data (pause time between
each stroke), we will use data visualization to convert them
into a graph.  
 
On the horizontal axis, we put time to see what is the total
pause time aka mental processing time students have
between strokes. This will give an idea of how difficult they
find in writing that specific character.  
 
On y-axis, we put accuracy that presents both the average
accuracy of writing a character, and students’ individual
accuracy in composing that character, which will be
analyzed using eJHWR handwritten recognition technique
(a mobile input method that recognize people’s
handwriting). This method allows teachers to recognize
which character is especially difficult for students to learn
and who are having trouble during this learning process.
 
 

What will the results of the data analyses show? What
will it reveal about learners?
Once the relevant data has been collected, the application
will analyze the preciseness of the character. It will do this
by analyzing the chronological and sequential steps of
each character stroke and then detail the amount of time
between each stroke. The data will thus reveal two
significant findings in Chinese character writing: 1) at
which step the learner has made a mistake and 2) how
long it takes them to remember the next step.
 
How will the data be used to enhance learning?
The data can be used to find users errors and correct the
errors immediately. Also, through the data, it allows
teacher to know which characters are more likely to make
mistakes, and which characters is more difficult for users. 
Besides, users can improve learning efficiency and learning
habits by keeping track of mistakes, performance, and
everyday learning time. It also gives users more practice
on the most erroneous and least familiar characters.
 
What are the limitations of your analyses/findings?
Some of the benefits of this software may not be
applicable to students with disabilities such as dyslexia
(difficulty in reading).Left-handers (we cannot measure
whether each stroke is written in the correct sequence, but
overall accuracy and mental processing time are still
applicable to them). Some students might have previous
experience in writing Chinese characters, and there will be
outliers when calculating the average pause times between
strokes. Writing on an iPad is also different from writing
on paper, and this software is better used as a training
tool for students and a source of feedback to teachers,
instead of a means of assessment.
 
Who will the findings be shared with?
The findings will be shared with  teachers/content
developer/experts/ non-profit third party (for research or
charity purpose)/ed companies who are
authorized/approved by students and parents.
 
What rights do data owners have?
The data owners have rights to 1) access any data, 2) use
data to analyse users’ learning, 3) use data to improve
teaching and educational outcomes except advertising
purpose, 4) use data to design more advanced and holistic
software, 5)list rights and agreed upon during the
download and use of the software application, 6)let users
understand that the data generated from this software can
be used at the owner’s discretion.
 
 


